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So far we have undertaken the following projects:

1.All the World's a Stage – a selection of William

Shakespeare's  passages from such notable works as

Romeo and Juliet and Macbeth. The first performance

– our baptism of fire – performed in Dom Muz in

2005,  was  prepared by  The Spinning Globe  and

directed  by Roger Williams.

2.All the World's a Stage (abridged) – for the
first time we have attempted to stage a performance

on our own.  Maybe it  wasn't  marvellous  but  we

certainly learnt a lot. The help of the staff from the

English Department was invaluable, of course...

3.Hamlet – one of the foremost plays of William

Shakespeare, a  mysterious  and  thrilling  story  of

suspense and murder, where treachery, loyalty, love

and hate interlace heading for the tragic end. We

staged it three times at  Towarzystwo Naukowe w

Toruniu (TNT), under our director, Roger Williams, in

April 2006.

4.The Real Thing – a contemporary play written

by Tom Stoppard, which reveals the mechanisms of

love. A story of wit, humour, intellect, and conflicting

emotions. This was the first time we staged a play

without Mr Williams' help, but with a student director;

Mateusz  Bartkowiak.  The  venue  for  the  three

performances  in December 2006 was Dom Muz.

5.Twelfth Night, or What You Will - in late
March  2007  we  are  going  to  stage  another

Shakespearean project developed by Mr Williams.

We are planning four performances at  TNT,  ul.

Wysoka 16,  at 7pm on 28th-31st March. 

DON’T HESITATE AND SEE US ON STAGE!

Should you require any further information, please contact us

via post or e-mail provided on the back cover.
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WHO ARE WE ?

We,  The  Spinning  Globe,  are  an  English

speaking theatrical  group made up of young

people from the city of Torun, mostly  from the

Department of English  at  Nicolaus Copernicus

University.

We are a  student group  which means that

apart  from  Roger  Williams,   English

Department  staff, and our outside supporters,

we  run  the  whole  theatre  ourselves:  from

acting,  lighting,  camera-work,  to  negotiation

and accounting.

Each  year  in  spring we  prepare  a

Shakespearean play, under the supervision of

our English director  Roger Williams. Following

the success of last spring's project  we staged

the  work  of  a  contemporary  playwright  in

December – under our student director.

Finally, we conduct workshops e.g., on voice

emission or physical expression, to improve our

skills and turn ourselves into actors. We draw

on the  teachings  of  the  masters  of  theatre,

such as Grotowski or Brooke, together with our

own resourcefulness and ingenuity.

Also we prepare DVDs of live performances, if

you're interested in this line of work.
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ROGER WILLIAMS

Our greatest friend and the father figure of
the theatre is  Mr. Roger Williams  – former
Her  Majesty’s  Inspector  of  Education  and
Fellow  of  the  Royal  Society  of  Arts  in
England; a man who dedicated his life to the
theatre. You probably haven’t heard of him
just as we hadn't at first, but the significance
of his  work and his  part  in  the history of
theatre is indisputable. Just to give you an
example, it was  Roger Williams who taught
Gary Oldman how to act.  He first came to
work  with  us  in  2004  and  this  was  the
moment when our grand adventure began.
He charmed us with his charisma and that
peculiar artistic soul, and it is most probable
that he will dazzle you as well. 

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

As The Spinning Globe is a students’ theatre,
we  act  under  the  auspices  of  Nicolaus
Copernicus  University.  We  are  especially
proud to be the drama avant-garde of  The
English  Department  in  the  realm  of
Melpomena and Talia. If you join us you will
be able to see how much support we receive
from our teachers and other authorities in
the Faculty of Languages.

DOM MUZ

They are great supporters and collaborators
of our cause, always giving a helping hand,
sharing new ideas, coming up with ways to
promote  our  theatre,  providing  us  with
equipment, and most importantly with a kind
word. A number of our performances took
place here and the start of our co-operation
with The Arts and Sciences Society of Toruń
(Towarszystwo  Naukowe  w  Toruniu)  must
also be attributed to them.
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FROM JOINING US?FROM JOINING US?FROM JOINING US?FROM JOINING US?

Better grades -  that’s  obvious.  Our  teachers

from  the  English  Department are  more  than

sympathetic towards our activities and many of

them are our greatest supporters. Therefore, a

little extra curricula work cannot do you any harm.

Sharing an unforgettable experience with the

rest of the group. Being a part of the students’

theatre is a moment you will never forget, and it is

more than likely that in 50 years you’ll be telling

your  grandchildren  lots  of  stories  about  your

student theatrical adventures.

You will gain expertise and skills which will

always come handy. You will attain the ability to

work  and  cooperate  within  a  group  of  30-40

people.  Moreover,  you  will  enhance  your

communication  and  expression  skills,  thus

improving your  self-esteem and social  abilities.

You'll find these extremely helpful in your future

work as a teacher, interpreter or in any other

profession. Remember you can build up your CV

while still a student!

The near future is likely to take us to Poznań,

Amsterdam, and London; the sky's the limit!

Join us and we'll find out together.


